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I have Windows 10, and I have no idea how to do this. I
have an iPad and a MacBook. I want to be able to send
a MIDI file to my MacBook so that I can play it on the

iPad. How can I do this? I have tried everything on the
internet but nothing works. Any help would be much
appreciated. You could have all your devices sync

through iOS or iCloud. I'm not sure I'm understanding
the question fully. You want to play your MIDI file on

your laptop and your iPad. Can you do that? If so, you
would have to buy the ipad adaptor. The ipad adaptor
will allow you to connect your ipad to your laptop via

USB. It does not mean that you will be able to play it on
your iPad. Your iPad will act as your host device. So,

you'll need software on both devices to access this. If
you have iOS devices, then you need the

iphone/ipad/ipod touch app. If you have Mac, then you
need Garage Band or Logic. If you have a PC, then you
need a sound card that has internal midi playback. To
play the files on your iPad, you'd need to set up a host

(Mac, PC, or Apple) that has the software and the
proper devices connected. And then you can transfer

MIDI files from your mac to the host and listen to them.
Its mostly a software issue that you are not able to do
anything. Use of these devices is very complicated. I

just want to add that there are also other ways of
syncing notes between the devices. You can either use

Bluetooth or depending on your software, you can
actually stream MIDI across devices in sync. That's how
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I synced my iPhone with my Mac. you can also use the
old fashioned Ipod (which is what the adaptor does I
think) to get the notes over. If your laptop uses MIDI
input, you can get audio in and out. My mac model

doesn't have built-in midi input, so I had to buy a midi
to usb external adapter. Of course, that meant there

was no way to connect it to the ipad. I was able to get
my 3rd party music studio to sync with the ipad, so I

could just show off my compositions to guests without
lugging around my laptop. I was using "Virtual DJ" to

sync
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